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ABSTRACT:Security of web application has become more gradually important in our digital world. Many and 
dangerous attacks are deployed against web application among those attack as per report of web application SQL 
injection is the most executed attack against web application. As the usage of web application increase the web 
application gets vulnerable to many threat which is a serious issue which need to be address to enhance the security of 
web application. One of the major threat of web application is the poor coding during the development. Many security 
solution exist for securing a web application such as WAF (Web Application Firewall) but which remain inefficient as 
the weakness exist in the web application coding. Finding the suitable security means to protect the web applications as 
well as the company asset remains performing and excellent and advanced penetration testing on the web application to 
find the flaws which susceptible to cause enormous damage to the web application and fix it at the development phase 
of the web application. Our task will be to perform an advanced penetration testing for the web application to enhance 
drastically his security features. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Web application is client-server program or software which run on a web server to provide different services and is 
accessible by using a web browser. A security assessment conduct by Q1 showed that 19,889 maximum number of 
attack in a day occurs against single company and the top of those attack is SQl injection. Another security assessment 
conduct by IMPERVA shows that the number of vulnerabilities on a monthly basis over the last two years has increase 
significantly from 6.615 in 2016 to 14,082 which is around 212% and cross-site scripting are the majority in 2017 web 
application vulnerability. A web application remains the top prime vectors for criminals because of sensitive data. 
Various security means has been deployed by organization to secure their web application among them web application 
firewall which is deploy as traditional firewall into the network. The issue with those technologies is they can’t secure 
the web application when the attack is sophisticated. Another issue face by web application is the third party 
application which is connected to them, even if the main web application is correctly secure the third party application 
can become easily a threat for the web application and however need to be address. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
[5] VAPT (Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing) is a comprehensible service for auditing, penetration 
testing, reporting and patching company web applications. As many company run their business online and which is 
involve web application the port 80 which remain open is a door open for attacker. As the 80 port is open there is a 
chance that attacker find a use a flaw in the system to hack the company’s web application and network. A small 
precision but necessary one is vulnerability assessment and penetration testing are two different approach. The 
vulnerability assessment the security posture of the information system both internally and externally on the other 
penetration testing provide evidence that vulnerabilities do exist as a result network and web penetrations are possible. 
VAPT can be defines a systematic analysis of security status of information system. From that definition vulnerability 
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assessment offers partial evaluation of vulnerabilities and penetration testing is the practice of testing a computer 
system network or web application to find vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit.  
Penetration testing can be automated (software Application) or manually done by penetration tester. Gathering 
information about the target and identifying potential entry are some task which is perform by penetration tester. The 
goal of penetration testing is to determine security weakness and can be used to test organization’s security policy 
compliance, employee’s awareness and organizations to identify and respond to security incidents. The methodology is 
divided into various section as follow: Discovery, Enumeration, vulnerability identification, exploitation and launching 
of attacks.Vulnerability analysis consist of following steps: Defining and classifying network or system resources.  
Assigning relative levels of importance to their sources. Identifying potential threats to each resource. Developing a 
strategy to deal with the most serious potential problems first. 
Information security can’t be neglected in any area particularly important in the finance sector not only because of 
financial sector but client and organization process sensitive information. As a way the organizations need to test their 
security in infrastructure, networks, web applications and many others , the company need penetration testing to 
evaluate the security which is currently implemented. Penetration testing is implemented because simulates an 
attacker’s behavior in a controlled environment in order to identify its vulnerabilities.. The penetration testing 
methodology for this case is as follow: Setting up web scanner configuration, Navigate through the web application, 
Perform the crawling, Explore the web application crawled pages, Perform fuzzing on the web application pages, 
explore the application logic parameters, Exploitation, Mitigations and Reporting. The penetration testing for the 
financial application found broken authentication, Cross-site scripting, Insecure Direct Object Reference, Sensitive 
Data Exposure, and Invalidated Redirects and Forwards. The adoption of a methodology and security controls in all 
SDLC and organization processes is recommended such as Building Security in Maturity Model (BSIMM), OWASP 
Application Security Verification Standard (ASVS), OWASP Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM).to 
reinforce the security of any software some security controls should be implemented such OWASP proactive controls 
such as Verify for Security Early and Often, Parameterize Queries, Encode Data, Validate All Inputs, Implement 
Logging and Intrusion Detection, Leverage Security Frameworks and Libraries, Protect Data, Implement Identity and 
Authentication Controls, Leverage Security Frameworks and Libraries, Error and Exception Handling. 
 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The system architecture is a central part of our work which is to find some vulnerabilities in the web application 
system. In fact the system architecture use for the advanced penetration testing is a 64 bit architecture which means 
more fast for executing task and many others advantages which is essential for our work. The system architecture is 
divided into different modules such as the applications. The applications gather many applications which will be used 
for penetrate and exploit some vulnerability found in web application. The system architecture include the libraries 
which are resources used by computer programs to I order to add more functionality to an existing software or can be 
used to develop software itself. The libraries are non-volatiles resources. The IPC (Inter Process Communication) allow 
different programs to interact which each by exchanging information and share memory. The network module is 
responsible for all task related to network such as sending and receiving message from host, coding and decoding bit, 
framing bit and many other functionality related to network. Other modules such as process management responsible of 
allocating process, sequencing process, initialize process and even destroy a process is useful in the system architecture 
similar to memory management which allocate memory to process, delete unused memory. SElinux is a modules 
responsible for providing access control security policies. SElinux is the implementation of Mandatory Access Control, 
SElinux verify allowed operation after a discretionary access controls. It includes many features such as policy 
interfaces, security for socket, messages and network interfaces and finally security for process initialization and 
inheritance and program execution. The other modules are very helpful for the system architecture. Kali Linux is a 
debian distribution and so kali Linux have the same features with debian and apart from the debian features kali linux 
have its own feature which are ARMEL and ARMHF support it mean that kali can run on devices such as raspberry pi, 
beaglebone and others ARMEL and ARMHF devices which are inexpensive. Before kali Linux backtrack 5 was 
available to do penetration testing which was not well integrated with the hardware and some issue was found when 
running some applications but now with kali Linux there is a full integration hardware which make kali Linux great and 
good features such as complete customizable, custom kernel, and great enhancement kali Linux support wide ranging 
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wireless device, and the most important update is more than six hundreds testing tools which is very impressive. Some 
others feature such as open source Git tree and file system Hierarchy standard 
 

 
 

IV. APPROACH OVERVIEW 
 

The approach follow for the advanced penetration testing is defined as following: 
IV.1 Gather Information 
Gather information is a process which consist to collect information on a specific target. The information gather in this 
phase should be helpful for the upcoming phase. Examples of information which need to be gather is the technology 
used by the web application such as technology implemented at client side and server side which can be JavaScript, 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), React, Angular or any technology at client side. The information which can be collected 
for the server side might be the operating system user for the web server, DNS information, programming language, IP 
range and many other information which can be useful for further penetration testing. Gathering information which 
help to further find specific vulnerabilities to the web application. Information gathering can be passive in the sense 
where there is no contact with web application or the company, those information canbefind in public information such 
as news, recent technology upgrade and public report provided by company having the web application. 
 
IV.2 Vulnerability Gathering 
Vulnerability gathering is the second process of the advanced penetration testing which consist to collect the 
vulnerability of the technology used by the web application. Enumerate the vulnerability from client side to server side. 
The vulnerability also is done purely manually by using some international common database for vulnerability such as 
CVE database, CWE database, and NIST database. This vulnerability will show to the penetration tester what the latest 
vulnerability of the technology are and will be able to locate and exploit them if some exploit framework is available or 
exploit them manually. Vulnerability gathering is crucial process for the advanced penetration testing because, the 
vulnerabilities collected in this phase have to be specific to the technology that the web application is using. As the 
database for vulnerability is huge a considerable time have to be consume on each and every vulnerabilities databases. 
As in the gathering information we get to know the technology used in the web application as an example JavaScript. 
The advanced penetration establish some gap analysis between the current version used and the latest version. The 
advanced penetration testing then identify the vulnerability for the current version either cross-site scripting, security 
misconfiguration, some flaws in the technology used, ddos attack possible because of cerain aspect of the web 
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application and many others vulnerabilities. This work should be done for every international databases vulnerabilities 
as the databases are different and the advanced penetration testing should identified all possible vulnerabilities which 
can cause damage to the web application. The vulnerabilities found in this process which has not get approval from the 
senior management should not be exploit but mention in the final report. 
 
IV.3 Gaining and Penetration 
Gaining and penetration process will consist to exactly exploit the vulnerability found in the previous stage. This 
process will begin by get some more vulnerability using tools such as web vulnerability scanner. It will help to find 
other vulnerability which are not find manually during previous stage. All the vulnerabilities is use for addressing in 
first place the top ten threat define by OWASP which a nonprofit organization other vulnerability will be address even 
not include in OWASP top then threats. Penetration consist of exploiting the vulnerability found early. Gaining and 
penetration testing is a crucial process where the asset the web application is tested. The advanced penetration testing 
should stay in the border defined during the agreement of the penetration testing because some attack against the web 
application could shut down the web application before those attack is lunch, the attack must have permission from the 
senior management. As an example of gaining and penetration testing sql injection which is a major vulnerabilities for 
web application exploit some vulnerabilities and allow the penetration tester to access to the database once the database 
is accessed then many attack is possible like bypassing authentication mechanism and sensitive data exposure. For each 
vulnerability identified in previous process it should be exploited according to the limit and using a framework called 
metasploit It is a good practice to have metasploit framework update because it help to address those vulnerability. 
Once gained access to web application method of accessing should be correctly document in the final report. 
 

V. REPORTING 
 

Reporting is the last process for the advanced penetration testing. It allow to make a details report about the 
vulnerability found in the web application. The report should address the OWASP top ten, it should mention if the 
threat has been identified in the web application or not and follow by the POC (Proof Of concept), the affected URL 
and the severity. The reporting is traditional process after the penetration is exactly done. The report should be well 
made and more understandable by the senior management but also by the developer because after so many findings 
which could cause damage to the web application so adding more secure programming to the web application is 
necessary depend on the severity of each vulnerabilities. The final report should have color based of the severity of 
each vulnerabilities on a scale of ten. The severity of each vulnerability should be categorize between low, medium and 
high to better understand his impact.The report should be deliver to the concern authority. 
 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVANCED PENTERATION ON TARGET (OWASP TOP TEN THREAT) 
 
The OWASP top threat for web application define the major threat that web application can face and those threat can 
cause damage to the web application if not proper develop. The top then address in our work is OWASP 2017. 
 

VI.1 SQL INJECTION 
Sql injection is an attack which consist to inject some malicious sql queries to the web application. The sql injection is 
implemented by inserting the malicious sql query into an input field of the web application or by using an automated 
tools. SQL injection exploit some vulnerability in the web application and have for specific target the database used by 
the web application. SQL injection is considered as by OWASP as number one dangerous attack against web 
application. Performing an sql injection require to test if the web application is vulnerable or not to sql injection by 
adding “  ‘  “ or leveraging the URL parameter of the web application. The quote given to the web application URL 
will confuse the database and the web application will throw an error because the database doesn’t how to handle the 
query. The result of a sql injection against a web application is as the following: 
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Fig.1 SQL INJECTION 

 
Here the web application was vulnerable to sql injection and some malicious sql query perform against the web 
application and we got the above result. 
 

VI.2 BROKEN AUTHENTICATION 
Broken authentication is another threat and technique which is use to bypass the web application authentication 
mechanism. As the now attacker have access to many username and password breaking the authentication mechanism 
become more easy for attacker. The attacker can use a brute force attack to bypass the authentication or dictionary 
attack. Both technique is the way that dictionary attack use a predefined list of username and password while brute 
force use all the possible combination to find the correct username and password which is an heavy process. A broken  
authentication has been performed on web application and the result is shown below:  

 
Fig.2 BROKEN AUTHENTICATION 

 
VI.3SENSITIVE DATA EXPOSURE 

Sensitive data exposure occupy the third rank for top ten threat of OWASP 2017 because sensitive data can be credit 
card, social security number, healthcare information username and password. For the web application sniffing tools can 
be used to retrieve data from the network if the web application doesn’t use secure protocol such as HTTPS, SSL or 
TLS. To expose the sensitive data of a web application a sniffing communication has been set up using wireshark and 
tcpdump and we got the username , password and  confidential data of the company for which the test has been 
performed, the result for the advanced penetration testing for sensitive data exposure is below : 
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Fig.3 SENSITIVE DATA EXPOSURE 

Fig.4 Confidential information Disclosure  
 

VI.5 XML EXTERNAL ENTITIES 
XML external entities is a threat for web application in the sense that the attack exploit a vulnerability in the XML 
processor. The exploitation of the xml processor can cause damage to the web application because xml file can 
malicious code and once the file uploaded the attacker can exploit the code in the xml file or exploit some dependency. 
XML external entities is a new major threat for web application defined in OWASP 2017 to ten threat. Modifying the 
URL from the browser directly allow the attacker to edit any content on the website. To demonstrate this attack we 
chose a vulnerable web application to show how the xml external entities can be exploit  
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Fig.5 XML PROCESSOR VULNERABILITY EXPLOITED 

 
 

VI.6BROKEN ACCESS CONTROL 
 

Access control is security mechanism implemented either physically or logically to prevent unauthorized access to 
object such as network, services, communications link, databases. Access control allow and use to prevent disclosure of 
information, alteration of information and maybe unavailability of resources from unauthorized user. An example of 
access control mechanism login system so broken access control remain a major negative impact for the web 
application. Advanced penetration testing used sqlmap to bypass the login page of a web application as following: 
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Fig.6 BROKEN ACCESS CONTROL USERNAME AND PASSWORD OBTAINED 

 
The username and password can be easily seen on the capture screen so the credentials to login as admin and play the 
role of admin in the web application. 
 

VI.7SECURITY MISCONFIGURATION 
Security misconfiguration is another challenge and threat for web application.  Security misconfiguration is listed top 
six for OWASP top ten. Security misconfiguration means some component of the web application has not properly set 
and which create some flaws in the web application. Unpatched component, non-used page, default configuration, 
default location and many more form security misconfiguration. Security misconfiguration may reside at the client side 
of the web application as well as server side some example of security misconfiguration at client can be improper input 
sanitization, X-frame options not enable,  security protocol not implemented such as HTTPS, SSL or TLS or weak 
https which have a vulnerability in key exchange(DHE). Found vulnerability in a web application which is a security 
misconfiguration: 
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Fig.7 SECURITY MISCONFIGURATION FOUND 
 

VI.8 CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING (XSS) 
Cross-site scripting is a most prevalent threat for web application. Cross-site scripting is an attack against a web application which 
exploit some vulnerability of it. There are many types of cross-site scripting such as reflected cross-site scripting, reflected cross-site 
scripting, DOM cross-site scripting. In the advanced web penetration testing we found and successfully implement cross-site 
scripting on a web applications. The result of the cross-site scripting is showing below and demonstrate how cross-site scripting is 
effective. 

 
Fig.8 UPLOADED SCRIPT AND EXE FILE 
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The cross-site scripting happen with a written script in the input field and reflected on the web application and the second was 
uploading an exe file (virus) into the web application. 
 

VI.9 INSECURE DESERIALIZATION 
Insecure deserialization is a new threat and attacks which has been introduced in OWASP 2017. Insecure deserialization allow the 
attacker to access directory which supposed to not be index. As there are some html pages which should not be index, by using this 
attack discovery of source code and file can be possible. Serialization is a process of converting an object into a well-structured 
format which is non-volatile and those structured format can be send through network or using streams. So from the previous 
definition we can say that deserialization is the opposite of serialization. Serialization is well used in web application for XML and 
JSON file. Insecure deserialization is threat and attack in the sense that web application de serializing untrusted user input. To 
illustrate this attack we perform this attacks against web application and the result is shown below:  
 

 

Fig.9 ACCESS RESTRICED URL PAGE WITH INSECURE DESERIALIZATION 
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VI.10USING COMPONENT WITH KNOW VULNERABILITY 
Component with known vulnerability is a threat for the web application in the sense that when a web application have 
many component some component might present many and serious vulnerability which can be exploited by the 
attacker. Some component known are for example windows server, WordPress module, windows xp and many other 
component from different technology. Know vulnerability can be exploited by using or developing some framework 
but as some framework already exist such metasploit some component used in web application have their exploit in 
metasploit where any attacker or unauthorized user can use to exploit the vulnerability. Even the international database 
call common vulnerability existent show the proper module available in metasploit to leverage the weakness. 
 

Fig.10 WORDPRESS VULNERABILITY 
 

VI.11 INSUFFICIENT LOGGING AND MONITORING 
Insufficient logging and monitoring is the last threat for web application defined by OWASP. Every attack start by 
vulnerability probing means the attackers need to get into the system and try to find many vulnerability as possible. By 
doing this if the attacker is not being detected by the web application or by any means such as firewall or web 
application firewall or SIEM then we can conclude to a poor of logging and monitoring of the web application and 
developer. 
 
 

VII OWASP TOP TEN THREAT COUNTERMEASURES 
- Sanitize user Input(Cross-site Scripting) 
- Ensure all login, even login failure at the both side client and server side being monitor and able to detect 

suspicious activity(Insufficient logging and monitoring) 
- Download official component from trusted sources(Using Component with known vulnerability) 
- Enforcing strict constraint during deserialization(Insecure deserialization) 
- Review and update the security configuration on regular basis( Security Misconfiguration) 
- Invalidate the token once logout take place(Broken Authentication) 
- Disable XML External Entities and DTD process in all XML used by the web application 
- Encrypt all data with secure protocol such as TLS or HTTPS or SSL.(Sensitive data exposure) 
- Implement weak password check with dictionary password and increase delay failed login attempts. 
- Use positive white –list server side input(SQL Injection) 

 
VII. STEP TO SECURE WEB APPLICATIONS 

 
SECURE WEB APPLICATIONS PERIMETER: use an iterative process to secure web application. Collection of 
100% of traffic toward the web application to be able to analyze traffic and detect malicious activity within web 
application. 
 
TOOL SELECTION: for securing web application, it is important to define which tools is necessary for different 
security categories such testing, scanning and protection. Having tools to secure your web application is not sufficient 
which is matter is where to deploy and proper strategies to secure web application DEFINE IMPLEMENTATION 
METRICS: Without measurable statistics, it is difficult to determine when your organization has installed enough of 
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the right security tools where needed having proper statistics of the code scanned is important which bring a great view 
of security for web application. 
 
SET AN IMPLEMENTATION DEADLINE AND CHECKPOINTS: fixing a proper timing when the installations of 
tools have to start and end. Determine a periodic checkup, it will allow to determine if any checkup has been missed 
and will opportunity to get feedback from installed tools and allow to update the web application perimeter 
 
ANALYZE COLLECTED METRICS: once the tools is installed, it generate logs, analyzing log and correlate each logs 
is a crucial task which help to identify the bad and goods events which occurred and allow to rectify certain 
configuration of the programs 
 

IX. FUTURE ADVANCEMENTS 
 
The future work will be to reduce the false positive given by some web application scanner by writing some script 
which can be included in the web application scanner to reduce the false positive. Increasing the security level of web 
application is by secure the coding of the web application and our task will focus on secure component of web 
application, enhance authentication by new mechanism such as OTP or two factor authentication or behavioral 
mechanism. 
 

X. CONCLUSION 
 
Advanced Penetration Testing is a good way and practice to not only get the security posture of the web application but 
it show the proof that vulnerability exist and exploit them as an attacker could have exploit. Penetration testing is a 
good test that every organization should perform to mitigate risk and avoiding losing crucial information. Providing 
advanced penetration testing to an organization is a best choice which will help mitigate and reduce the risk faced by 
web application when deploy or already existing. Advanced web penetration testing present man advantages which is 
finding more vulnerability than traditional penetration testing. Developer should now include security in all software 
developed to protect customer and organization asset, reducing the risk of being compromised at development is 
important for security. 
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